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Grammar is the cognitive organization of one's experience with language, and facets of that experience, for instance, the frequency of use of certain constructions or particular instances of constructions, have an impact on representation that we can see evidenced in various ways, but primarily in language change.

The discussion takes constructions to constitute an important level of grammatical organization (Fillmore et al., Goldberg). Constructions are usually represented as partially schematic and generalized, with particular slots that take certain semantic categories of elements. However, there is considerable evidence for the importance of particular exemplars of constructions (that is, the construction with particular lexical items in it) both synchronically and diachronically; this evidence indicates that cognitive representations contain considerable detail about usage and the experience the speaker has had with the language.

The importance of particular instances of constructions is evident in idioms and formulaic language which must have cognitive storage. In addition, particular instances of constructions give rise to new constructions, as shown, for example, by the 'What's X doing in Y' construction that has its own set of implications (Kay & Fillmore, Johnson). In cases of extreme frequency increase (as in grammaticization), a particular instance of construction (such as be going to V as an instance of a purpose construction) changes to create a new construction which may have very little in common with its construction of origin.

Other evidence that the cognitive system registers particular instances of language use and their frequency will also be presented: High frequency instances of syntactic constructions can be shown to be the center of categories formed for their open slots (illustrated with the categories of adjectives used with verbs of becoming in Spanish). High frequency instances of older constructions resist replacement by newer constructions (illustrated with the use of an older negative construction in English with high frequency verbs, e.g. I saw no one; that proves nothing [Tottie 1991]).

These phenomena point strongly to cognitive representations that contain much specific and detailed information about what particular instances of constructions have been encountered before and under what conditions.
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